When referring to varsity athletic sports, the V-Sabre mark must be used and not in combination with any other marks or logos. The V-Sabre identity cannot appear against distracting textures, repeated patterns or images. It can only be used on a solid background. NOTE: Primary Athletics Marks use Cavalier Orange. See below for color formula specifications.

NOTE: Traditional Marks use Cavalier Orange. See below for color formula specifications.

The logo samples shown should use the PANTONE® Colors provided. The colors shown have not been evaluated by PANTONE and are not intended to match PANTONE Color Standards. For accurate color matching, please refer to current editions of PANTONE Color Publications. PANTONE is a registered trademark of Pantone, Inc.
NOTE: Traditional Wordmarks use Cavalier Orange. See page 1 for color formula specifications.

University marks cannot appear against distracting textures, repeated patterns or images. They can only be used on a solid background. NOTE: University Marks use Rotunda Orange. See page 1 for color formula specifications.
University marks cannot appear against distracting textures, repeated patterns or images. They can only be used on a solid background. NOTE: University Marks use Rotunda Orange. See page 1 for color formula specifications.

Special marks are restricted and require special permission to use. NOTE: Special Marks use Rotunda Orange. See page 1 for color formula specifications.

The University Seal is restricted and requires special permission to use.

The Commercial Seal may only be used by vendors selling to UVA Bookstores or selected products sold off-campus.